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A warm welcome

Dear ETPN members, dear Nanomedicine colleagues,
The European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine (ETPN) warmly welcomes you to the 
next edition of NanoMedEurope, NME23, organized in Liverpool. It follows the ETPN Braga 
meeting of last year. That meeting underlined that Nanomedicine is firmly established as 
enabling technology with industrial and clinical interest on the rise. With that level of 
maturity, new topics become important. Quality control, regulatory aspects and industrial 
support are becoming increasingly relevant. Neil Liptrott from the University of Liverpool, a 
university that recently joined as a member, is leading the local organization committee. He 
will organize a program that focuses on these ‘new’ topics in addition to the science that will 
always be essential to fill the pipeline.

NME23 will be a unique meeting in Europe to meet your nanomedicine colleagues. Not only 
by listening to great science, but also by joining in interactive networking sessions, and 
matchmaking events for European consortia..

NME 23 is going to be exciting. I hope to meet you in Liverpool!

Sincerely, 

Prof. Raymond Schiffelers
Chairman, ETPN
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Dr. Neill Liptrott
Reader in pharmacology at University of Liverpool
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Dear ETPN delegates, colleagues, and friends,

Firstly, a warm, Liverpool, welcome for what promises to be an excellent event. As a 
new member of the ETPN, the University of Liverpool is proud to host NME23 and 
continue our, longstanding cooperation with you all.

For most of you, this is likely your first time in Liverpool, and I hope you find the City 
as vibrant and welcoming as we all have come to know it, particularly as Liverpool will 
also co-host this year’s Eurovision song contest. We hope to also give you an insight 
into the works, and expertise, in Nanomedicine within the City Region, and foster 
even greater collaboration between the various networks.

I look forward to meeting you all, in Liverpool.
Sincerely,

Dear BSNM members and nanomedicine colleagues,

The British Society for Nanomedicine is very pleased to invite you to NanoMedEurope NME23, which will be 
hosted by the University of Liverpool, the founding institute of the BSNM. As co-chair of the BSNM and co-
vice chair of the European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine (ETPN) it gives me great pleasure to see 
these two key organisations working together and co-hosting Europe’s premier nanomedicine meeting.

Having been a member of the ETPN and BSNM from their earliest days, I have witnessed their continued 
support of the nanomedicine community as this area has continued to grow throughout Europe across 
disciplines and between different stakeholders including academics, clinicians, and industry. NME23 will offer 
a unique environment in Europe for our nanomedicine ecosystem to come together, to celebrate the most 
recent advances and work together to set out a future for nanomedicine across the continent.

I look forward to welcoming you to Liverpool next year.

Prof Steven Conlan
Chair of the British Society of Nanomedicine



Program at a glance
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Keynote speakers



The VenueThe University of Liverpool was founded as a college in 1881 and is one of the original civic universities. Today it is one 
of the UK’s leading research institutions with an annual turnover of £480 million, including £102 million for research. 
Liverpool is ranked in the top 1% of higher education institutions worldwide and is a member of the Russell Group and 
of the ETPN since 2022.

The NME23 conference will be held in the modern Teaching Hub502 & Guild of Students. Registration will take place in 
the Guild of Students directly outside the Courtyard. The Hub502 is interlinked with the Guild of Students and consists 
of modern lecture theatres and seminar rooms.The Courtyard would host posters, exhibitors and all catering for the 
event, hence optimizing your visibility all throughout the event.  
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A common space for the coffee & lunch breaks, exhibitors & posters 
to optimize visibility & engagement
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Sponsoring
Detailed information
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Sponsorship 
Opportunities

General sponsoring units of £500*

Sponsoring of Best Talk Award £1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed at ceremony and certificates)

Sponsoring of the Best Poster Award £500*  
(Logo and company prominently on the website)

Advertisement in Digital Conference Booklet
   . Full page inside back cover (exclusive) £ 600* 

Full page inside booklet (extra page) £ 500*

Sponsoring of Coffee Breaks (3 x) £1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on tables and in service area) 

Sponsoring of Refreshments £1 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on tables and in service area)

Sponsoring of Conference Dinner  £4 000* 
(Logo and company prominently displayed on the tables)

Sponsoring of the Digital Abstract Book £2 000* 
(Full A4 page advertisement inside front cover)

Sponsoring of the Lanyards £1 000* 
(Logo displayed on the Lanyards)

Any supporting sponsoring idea is welcome x000 £*.

* Values without VAT. Rates don´t include the registration fees to attend the conference.
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Gold Sponsor

The Gold Sponsor status is achieved if a total amount of £4 000 or more is spent for the NME23 Conference. This
includes all sponsoring/advertising opportunities listed on the following page.

The Gold Sponsor is entitled to the following:

   1 Banner or logo on the conference stage (to be provided by the company)
   1 advertising space in the electronic Newsletter sent to the NME community
   Logo on the Digital Conference Booklet back cover (A4), indicated as “Gold Sponsor” 
   Acknowledgement as “Gold Sponsor” in publications related to the conference 
   Acknowledgement on the conference website as “Gold Sponsor” , with logo and Internet link
   Acknowledgement at the conference opening and closing presentations

Sponsorship
 Packages

Silver Sponsor

The Silver Sponsor status is achieved if a total amount of £2 000 or more is spent for the NME23 Conference. This
includes all sponsoring/advertising opportunities listed on the following page.

The Silver Sponsor is entitled to the following:

    Logo on the Digital Conference Booklet back cover (A4), indicated as “Silver Sponsor”
    Acknowledgement as “Silver Sponsor” in publications related to the conference 
    Acknowledgement on the conference website as “Silver Sponsor” , with logo and Internet link 
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GOLD

SILVER
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1 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website
Link for the Sponsor website at the Conference website

Exhibition Packages

BRONZE

2 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website A 
quarter-page ad in the digital conference booklet

3 full registration fee
4 m2 area (chair + table + branding area)
Sponsor logo on the digital conference website
A half page ad in the digital conference booklet
Link for the Sponsor website at the Conference website
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£
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We look forward to 
welcoming you to Liverpool!
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